were close friends, together they

Stuart's father, James Mill 1773-1836, was a grim and exacting man. James Mill and Jeremy Bentham 1748-1832

the misnamed doctrine of Philosophical. Collected Works of John Stuart Mill, in 33 vols. - Online Library of John

Mill explains "The subject of this Essay is not the so-called Liberty of the Will, so unfortunately opposed to

- Bluetete J. S. Mill The object of this Essay is to assert one very simple principle, as entitled to govern absolutely


books John Stuart Mill Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy Results 1 - 12 of 51. J. S. Mill: 'On Liberty' and Other Writings Cambridge Texts in The Basic Writings of John Stuart Mill: On Liberty, the Subjection Of The eldest son of economist James Mill, John Stuart Mill was educated according to the rigorous expectations of his